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Previousresearchhas demonstratedthatdefinablequalitiesof verbalstimulihave implications
between concreteand abstractwords has led to the
formemory.Forexample,the distinction

findingthatconcretewords have an advantage inmemorytasks (i.e.,the concretenesseffect).
However,otherword types,such as words that labelspecifichumanemotions,may also affect
memoryprocesses.This studyexamined the effectsofword typeon the productionof false

heard listsofwords that
memoriesby usinga list-learning
falsememoryparadigm.Participants
were highlyassociated to nonpresentedconcrete,abstract,or emotionwords (i.e.,the critical

were falselyrecalledat a signif
word criticallures
lures)and thenengaged in listrecall.Emotion
rate
valenced
criticallures)thanconcrete
effect
carried
the
the
(with
by
positively
icantly
higher
These findingssuggest thattheword typevariable has implications
and abstractcriticallures.
of themechanismsthatunderlierecalland false recall.
forour understanding

In the list-learning false memory paradigm, par
a list ofwords that are
ticipants are presented with

der conditions of incidental learning (Dodd & Ma
cLeod, 2004). Levels of falsememory often increase

shade, ledge, sill, house, open, curtain, frame, view,
breeze, sash, screen, and shutter are related to the
critical itemwindow. The typical finding is thatcrit

Elie, Blackwell, & Neuschatz,
1996). In addition,
prior warning about the nature and production of

a nonpresented word (i.e.,
highly associated with
the critical lure). For example, door, glass, pane,

ical lures are falsely recalled with high probability
during attempts to retrieve thepresented list items

(Deese, 1959; Roediger 8cMcDermott, 1995). This
related
effect has been found for phonologically
word lists (Sommers 8c Lewis, 1999) and appears
to be reliable after repeated study-test exposures
to the same list items (McDermott, 1996) and un

over a l-day delay, whereas veridical memory tends
to decrease over time (McDermott, 1996; Payne,

false memories

does

seem

not

2009, Vol.

122,No. 4 pp. 469-481

?

produce

a reliable

and auditory list presentations, although auditory

presentation

appears

to

increase

false

memories

(Gallo, McDermott, Percer, & Roediger, 2001; Kel
logg, 2001; Smith & Hunt, 1998).

American Journalof Psychology
Winter

to

in subsequent reports of false memories
(Gallo, Roberts, & Seamon, 1997; McDermott &
occurs with visual
Roediger, 1998), and the effect
decrease
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Although the falsememory effecthas been found
across many differentexperimental situations, a per
plexing aspect of thisphenomenon is that some lists

variety of tasks including lexical decision (Day, 1977;
James, 1975), paired-associate learning, free recall,

tor thatappears to influencecritical lureproduction is

a role in
establishing the representational formats that

tend to produce more false memories than others
(Roediger,McDermott, 8cRobinson, 1998). One fac

the strengthof association between the studied items

and the critical lures (McEvoy, Nelson, 8c Komatsu,
1999). However, even when associative strength is
controlled, variation across lists is still found, sug

gesting thatother factorsmay contribute to thepro
duction of falsememories. Such factorsmay include

qualitative aspects of the critical lure.Thus, thepres
ent studywas designed to investigate aspects of the
critical lures thatmay influence the false memory
effect.Specifically, threeword types (i.e., concrete,
abstract, and emotion words) were defined in terms

of concreteness, imageability,pleasantness, and emo
tionalityand incorporated into the falsememory par

adigm in order to determine whether theword type
of the critical lures has an effecton the production

of falsememories. For example, ifemotion words are
more distinctive than the abstract and concrete word
types, then itwould be predicted that falsememory
productions for emotion critical lureswould occur

less often than falsememory productions forabstract
and concrete critical lures. However, if aspects of
emotion

words

increase

memory

processes

such

as

rehearsal, then it is likely that emotion critical lures
would be falsely recalled more often than abstract
and concrete critical lures.Overall, it is known that

recognition (Paivio, 1971,1986), and comprehension
tests (Holmes & Langford, 1976).The results of these
studies suggest thatratedword concreteness may play

underlie differences inmemory performance.Toward
this end, concreteness effectshave been explained in
terms of the dual-coding model (Paivio, 1971,1986)
and the context-availability hypothesis (Schwanen

flugel,Akin, & Luh, 1992). However, other studies
suggest that emotion words, words that refer to hu

man emotional conditions

(e.g.,fear, sad, happy,
love,anger, surprise) may also have implications for
memory performance (Altarriba &: Bauer, 2004; Al
tarriba,Bauer, & Benvenuto, 1999).
Altarriba et al. (1999) performed a norming study
in an attempt to distinguish between concrete, ab
stract, and emotion words. In their study,words

were

categorized

a

priori

as concrete,

abstract,

and

emotion words, and participants were asked to rate
thesewords according to concreteness, imageability,

or context

availability scales. On all threedimensions,
the threeword typeswere rated differently.
Concrete

words were rated highest on all three dimensions.
For imagery and context availability, emotion words

were rated
higher than abstractwords. Interestingly,
for concreteness

ratings,

abstract

words

were

rated

higher than emotion words. A similar result, high
imageability and low concreteness for emotion-lad

en words, was also
suggested by Paivio, Yuille, and
emotional stimuli lead to enhanced memory in a va
on the results of an extensive
based
Madigan (1968),
rietyof paradigms; moreover, data are emerging that norming study.Experimental evidence for the dis
describe the neural mechanisms for the processing
tinctionbetween the threeword typeshas also been
of emotional events as compared to neutral events
provided. Altarriba and Bauer (2004) demonstrated
that the threeword types have implications for free
(see Kensinger 8c Schacter, 2005; Sharot, Delgado,
& Phelps, 2004).
recall, such that emotion words were recalled at a
Previous research has demonstrated thatconcrete
higher rate than both concrete and abstract words
and abstractwords produce differenteffectson mem
and thatconcrete words were recalled better than ab
ory performance.

For

example,

concrete

words

are

oftenbetter remembered than abstractwords, a find
ing that isgenerally known as theconcreteness effect.
In these studies,word concreteness is often assessed
throughword ratings and typically refers to the ease

with which a word elicits a mental
image of its refer
ent or intimates that the referent
object has sensory
This
has
been
in a
demonstrated
qualities.
finding

470

stractwords (i.e., the concreteness effect).Addition
ally, their study also demonstrated word type effects

for rating and lexical decision tasks.Taken
together,
these results suggest that concrete, abstract, and
emotion words are differentiallydefinable in terms

of ratings on various dimensions and that this result
has implications for the influence of theword type
variable

on

memory

performance.
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The current studywas designed to explore the
possibility that theword typevariable may influence

in the current studywere presented auditorily, as is
more common in falsememory studies.
Finally, they
used a recognition test,whereas the current study

emotion-laden stimulicould be erroneouslyproduced
in the context of unrelated and nonemotional items

suggests that emotionality could have the opposite
effect.For example, Christianson and Loftus (1987)
demonstrated thatrehearsal of emotional stimuli im

theproduction of falsememories. Pesta,Murphy, and
Sanders (2001) found thatemotion-laden itemswith
used free recall.
a high shock value produced a falsememory effect,
Although the aforementioned literature suggests
was
it
less
than
that
the
effect
for
emotional qualities of critical itemsmay facili
although
significantly
to
tate the reduction of falsememories, other research
neutral items.They attempted determine whether

by creatingmatched

lists of orthographic associates

(e.g., cape, tape, ripe; part, perk, dark) thatwere re

proved recall but inhibited recognition relative to
neutral stimuli, suggesting thatconceptual processes
(e.g., rape)
tion-laden critical lure {t.g.,park). They found that may influence the impact of emotionality on memory
critical lures for the related listswere higher than for performance. If this line of reasoning is applied to
lated

to an

or non-emo

emotion-laden

theunrelated lists,but this effectwas greater for the
nonemotional condition. In otherwords, itappeared
that the emotionality of the critical lure reduced false

alarms to these items (Experiment 1; see Kensinger &
Corkin, 2004, for similarmethods and results,but see
an alternative explana
Dougal & Rotello, 2007, for
was
taken to support the general
tion).This finding
hypothesis thatemotionality reduces falsememories

because of the salient distinctiveness of such items. In

otherwords, the emotion items stand out inmemory.
one
They concluded that distinctiveness could be
memo
quality thatcontributes to reducing the false
to an
and
contribute
effect
that
ry
emotionality may
item's distinctiveness. One question that remains is
the extent towhich these effectsaremoderated by va
lence.That is,do theygeneralize across both positive

and negative stimuli, or are theymore likely to occur
with one or the other? This question is explored in
the current

article.

current
Although they resembled those of the
et
differed
stimuli
and
Pesta
al.'s
design
study,
(2001)
in a number ofways. First, they used emotionally

as theircritical lures,which are differ
charged words
ent from emotion words (which name specific emo
tions),under the assumption that thesewords would

produce a strong sense ofmemorability in the form
of distinctiveness.

Emotion

words

may

or

may

not

offer this same sense ofmemorability or distinctive
ness. Second, the presented items they used were
orthographically related to the critical lures,whereas

the list items in the present studywere associatively
related to the critical lures.Third, their studied items
were presented visually,whereas the studied items

the falsememory situation, it is possible that criti
cal lures come tomind during listpresentation and
are subjected to some form of rehearsal, which may
facilitate false recall of emotional stimuli. It should

be noted that the emotional stimuli in the present
studywere not actually presented but were probably
elicited by the semantically related studied items. In

addition, other research has demonstrated that the
arousal component of emotional stimuli has a det
rimental effecton short-termmemory performance
(Christianson, 1984; Kleinsmith & Kaplan, 1963).

recall usually takes place on a short-term
basis in falsememory studies, it is possible that the

Because

with
emotionality of the critical items could interfere
to
reduce memory
encoding processes that attempt

errors, thereby increasing them.This possibility also
assumes that the critical item comes tomind dur
ing listpresentation. Taken together, these studies
at least suggest the possibility that the presence of

emotionality can increase falsememories rather than
reduce

them.

In summary, the aim of the current studywas to
investigate thepossibility that theword typeof critical
luresmay influence the falsememory effect. If emo
tionwords are distinctive, as might be suggested by
the results of Pesta et al. (2001), then falsememory

production should be lowest in the emotion criti
cal lure condition, relative to abstract and concrete
critical lures.However,
facilitate

various

memory

ifaspects of emotion words
processes,

such

as rehearsal

or interference, then emotion critical luresmight be
as falsememories to a greater extent than
produced

concrete and abstract critical lures. Furthermore, the
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current work was

designed to examine effects for
and
positive
negative emotion words because ithas
been reported that theyhave differenteffectson the

processing of various types ofmemory (see Bohn &
Berntsen, 2007).

dures outlined inRoediger andMcDermott (1995).
A totalof 24 listsof 12 itemseach were constructed
(8 foreach word type; see theAppendix). For each
were

list, associates
associative

relative

the strongest

strength,
item
presented

mensions

of concreteness,

and design
Participants
Ninety-nine

emotion
at

from the University

undergraduates

Albany participated forcourse credit.A 2 (item type:
studied, critical)X 3 (word type: concrete, abstract,
was

emotion)

and mem

used,

within-groups
design
was assessed
in terms of

ory performance

proportion

recalled and confidence ratings. It should be noted
that theword type labels for theword typevariable
apply specifically to the critical lures.

Materials

imagery, and pleasantness.

set of materials

was

generated,

critical lureswere selected that reflect theprofiles
forconcreteness and imageabilityfound inAltarriba
et al. (1999),with theaddition of a pleasantness com
The

norming

database

to

used

the

generate

critical lureswas found inToglia and Battig
(1978),
a measure

imagery,

and

of all

pleasantness)

three scales
was

(concreteness,

found

in that

study

foreach item(Table 1).Associate word listswere then
generated

for each

critical

lure using

the forward

cue

to targetstrength
provided by theUniversityofSouth
Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson,
McEvoy,
8c Schreiber, 1998) and were based on theproce

words

followed

score,

words.

For

imagery,

the highest
and then
abstract
by
concrete words were
having

higher thanboth emotion and abstract
significantly
words, followedby emotionwords and thenabstract
words.

The

means

of 4.12, 4.15,

was

final dimension
4.17,

and emotion

abstract,

pleasantness,

respectively,
mean
These

words.

differenc

tivelyvalenced and four items thatwere negatively

and

whereas

two
(concrete
categories
items thatwere close to neu

the other

contained

abstract)

tral (themean for thatgroup). Mean pleasantness
ratings for thepositively valenced emotion words
=
(M 5.77) were significantlyhigher than those for
=
negatively valenced emotion words (M 2.58),
=
t(6) 15.15,p<. 001.

Within theconstraints thatthe threedimensions
used todefineword typeplace on thepossible candi
date pool foreach of the threeword types,thenum
ber of other factors thatcan be controlled is limited.
one

However,

factor

that seems

false memories

producing

to be

is associative

important
strength,

Association

Concreteness

0.11 Concrete
0.03

SD

0.10Abstract
0.03

SD

0.11 Emotion
0.03

SD

Pleasantness

Imagery

5.96

5.84

0.38

0.22

3.94

4.074.15

0.23

0.22

0.28

3.56

4.68

4.17a

0.35

0.69

4.12

2.31

0.14

0.73

2.16
0.66
5.43
1.73
0.64

includes positive (M = 5.77, SD = .38) and negative (M = 2.58, SD - .18) emotion words.
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in
that

is, theprobability thata given list itemwill produce

TABLE 1. Mean associativestrength,
measures
concreteness,imagery,
pleasantness,and emotionality
forcriticalitemsacrossword types
Word type

with

for concrete,

es for the
factor were not significant.
pleasantness
it
should
be
noted
that the mean
for
However,
rating
emotion words
contained
four items that were
posi

valenced,
the current

concrete

with

creteness,
concreteness

because

first.

All threeword types differedwith regard to con

METHOD

ponent.

of

order

lure, with

Critical lureswere defined according to thedi

EXPERIMENT

When

in descending
to the critical

presented

ETAL.
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Emotionality

thecriticallureon a freeassociation task.The Univer
sityofSouth Florida free association norms database
provides

such

and was

information

used

to match

critical luresacross the threeword types in termsof

mean

cue

forward

to target associative

strength. For

ward strengthsare obtained bypresenting individual
words and asking participants to freeassociate the
first
word thatcomes tomind. The strengthis the
probability of a given response to a particular cue
(Nelson,McEvoy, 8c Schreiber, 2004). The average

associative
emotion

strength
words was

these means

did

across

abstract,

and

.11, respectively,

and

concrete,

.11, .10, and

not differ
according

to a one-way

<
analysisofvariance (F l).Additionally, theassocia
tionstrengthsfor thepositive emotionword critical
lures (M - .41,SD = .10) and thenegative emotion
word critical lures (M = .42,SD = .11)were not sig

ter thefinal list, theparticipants were thanked and
debriefed. It should be noted that the 75-s recall
period and the 30-s ratingperiod were adequate
because most participants finished each task long
before the timeperiod ended.

RESULTS
Generalanalysis
All reported significant results are at thep < .05 level
unless otherwise specified. The general analysis in

cludes both the item type and word type variables,
and separate item type analyses are considered later

in thissection. Effect sizes (Cohen's d) are also report
ed, as appropriate. Results of an analysis of variance
a
(anova) revealed main effectfor item type, such that
nificantlydifferentfromeach other.
theproportion recalled forpresented items (M = .53)
Finally,theorder inwhich thelistswere presented was
significantlyhigher than theproportion recalled
was quasirandomly determined,with the stipulation
=
for
.16; see Table 2
nonpresented critical lures (M
thatno more than threelistsfroma singleword type
=
main
for
This
effectwas
780.70.
The orderwas the same
could be presented together.
details), F(i, 98)
=
1-4;
forall participants: coat, show,pride, law,doctor,city, also significant for confidence ratings (scale
mean
see
that
Table
the
confidence
is,
rating for
2),
fear, love,place, chair, sad, anger,front,happy, build,
=
alcohol.
was
list
items
area,
feet, calm, school,age, hide,pain, teeth,
(M 3.86)
significantly higher than
for critical lures (M = 2.96), ?(39) = 83.42. Although
Procedure
previous falsememory studies have found equiva
The

procedures

were

based

on

Roediger

and Mc

Dermott (1995). Participantswere tested ingroups.
After

informed

consent

was

obtained,

instructions

lent levels of veridical and false recall (e.g., Read,
1996; Roediger & McDermott, 1995), this is not al
ways the case (e.g., Smith & Hunt, 1998), and in the

were read informingparticipants that theywould
current study, this finding could be attributable to
hear several listsofwords froma tape recorder and
the low associative strength between the list items
thenattempt to recall thesewords bywriting them
and the critical lures.The mean associative strength
down in a response booklet thatwas provided. The
used here is similar to the "low" condition used in
response booklet contained a half-sheet of blank
means
McEvoy et al. (1999, Experiment 1), and the
paper foreach list (4.25" X1"). List itemswere pre
are
to
those
results.
The
here
one item every 1.5
comparable
sented at a rate of approximately
reported
was
x
interaction
word
item
s.One practice list composed of items from each
type
type
significant,
=
word typewas given before the experimental lists. F(2,196)
34.33, suggesting that thepattern ofmeans
across word typeswas differentfor studied items and
For each list, the experimenterplayed the liston a
at
the
which
time
then
said
and
critical lures.This findingmay have implications for
"recall,"
tapeplayer
list.
from
the
items
that
activation-based theories of false memory and is
participants began recalling
s
were
to
After
each
list.
recall
75
Participants
given
discussed in theDiscussion section. Although this
instructed par
the experimenter
the recall period,
general analysis included both presented and critical
ticipants to rate each response theyhad provided
items, they are analyzed separately here.
on a confidence scale ranging from 1 (definitelynot
were given 30 s
sure) to 4 (very sure). Participants
Presentedlistitems
to complete the rating task,afterwhich theywere
A
one-way anova on theproportion of list items re
prompted to get ready for the next list, and the
as a functionofword typewas significant, jF(2,
called
was
until all lists were presented.
process
repeated
=
on a clean sheet of paper. Af
list was recalled
Each
196) 312.81. Further analysis revealed significantdif
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TABLE 2. Mean (SD) proportionrecalledandmean (SD) confidenceratingsforpresentedlistitems
and nonpresentedcriticallures
Itemtype and word type

Confidence rating

Proportion recalled

Presented listitems

.53

3.86

Concrete

.61 (.09)

3.87

(.14)

Abstract

.49 (.09)

3.85

(.16)

Emotion

.49 (.09)

3.85

(.15)

2.96

.16

Nonpresentedcriticallures
Concrete

.15 (.14)

3.07

(.87)

Abstract

.14 (.13)

2.83

(.89)

Emotion

.19 (.16)

2.98

(.91)

ferences between themeans for concrete word lists
=
(M= .61)and abstractword lists(M- .49), ?(98) 20.68
=
(Cohen's d 2.9), and between concreteword listsand
emotion word lists (M- .49), ?(98) = 21.16 (Cohen's
d = 3.0), but not between abstract and emotion word
<
lists, t 1 (see Table 2). An anova conducted on the
=
confidence ratingswas also significant,
3.34,
^(2,194)
mean
and thepattern for
confidence ratingswas similar

tisticalanalysis included only recalled items,and not
all the critical lureswere consistently recalled.
Additionally, although the emotion word condi

tion included eight total critical items, itwas com
posed of fourpositively valenced and fournegatively

items.An analysis was conducted on the
emotion word condition that included item typeand

valenced

valence factors. This analysis resulted in a signifi
cant item typeX valence interaction,F(i, 98) = 5.72.
only significantcomparison was between confidence A follow-up t test revealed that themean forposi
=
=
was
.22,SD
ratings forconcreteword listsand emotionword lists, tivelyvalenced critical items (M
.21)
=
?(97) 3.05 (Cohen's d 0.4). The other two compari
significantlygreater than themean fornegatively va
sons were not
the
be
difference
lenced critical items (M = .16,SD = .19), ?(98) = 2.39
significant,although
=
tween themeans for concrete word lists and abstract
(Cohen's d 0.3), an effectnot previously reported
word listsapproached significance, ?(97) = 1.7,^ = .08 or investigated in the emotion word literature.The t
=
< 1.
test for studied itemswas not
(Cohen's d 0.2).
significant, t
to the recall data but differed to the extent that the

Additionalanalyses
Nonpresentedcriticallures
A one-way anova on the proportion of critical lures The present
study examined the falsememory ef
recalled as a function ofword typewas significant, fect in terms of theword type of the critical lures.
=
4.69. Further analysis revealed that the Therefore, the list items of the luresmay be abstract,
F(2,196)
=
mean proportion for emotion lures
or concrete
one
word
emotion,
(M
.19)was
may
types. However,

significantlyhigher than theproportion forconcrete
lures (M = .15), ?(98) = 2.11,Cohen's d = 0.3, and ab
=
=
stract lures
(M= .14), ?(98) 2.85, Cohen's d 0.4.
the
concrete
difference between
and ab
However,
stract

lures was

not

significant,

F

< 1. In
addition,

an

anova was performed on the confidence
ratingdata
for critical items, but this analysis failed to produce
a significant result.This could be attributable to the
reduced power in these conditions because

474

the sta

wonder whether the emotion critical lure listsare in
deed more emotional than the concrete and abstract
critical lure lists.Similarly, one may wonder whether
thewords in the concrete critical lure lists aremore

concrete

than

the words

in the abstract

and

emotion

critical lure lists.1Unfortunately, theToglia and Battig
(1978) norms thatwere used to generate the critical
lures do not contain all the itemsused in thepresent
study.Additionally, emotionality ratingswere needed

BAUER ETAL.
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and concrete lists.Therefore, a new set of partici
pants was asked to rate the 24 critical lures and all

cantlymore emotional than the abstract (M= 2.16,
SD = 0.66) and concrete (M = 2.31,SD - 0.73) critical
< .05.There were no
lures, all ps
significant differ
ences between the abstract and the concrete critical

typed into lists.Thirty participants completed each
scale. The concreteness scale ranged from 1 (not at
all concrete) to 7 (highly concrete).The emotionality

abstract critical lures received scores lower than 4

to examine whether the itemson the emotion listsare
overallmore emotional than the items in the abstract

the list items (12 itemsper list) on concreteness and
emotionality scales. The itemswere randomized and

scale ranged from 1 (not at all emotional) to 7 (highly
are similar to those used
emotional). These scales

by previous researchers (e.g., Altarriba et al., 1999;
Campos, 1990; Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, 8c Ru
bin, 1982;Gilhooly & Logie, 1980).

A one-way anova revealed a significant effect
for the concreteness scale, F(2, 87) = 32.49, p < .01.
Planned comparisons revealed thatparticipants rated
the concrete critical lures and list items (M = 5.21,
SD = 0.73) as higher in concreteness than both the
emotion (M = 3.80, SD = 0.61) and the abstract
=
=
<
.05. The ab
0.76) items, all ps
(M 4.20, SD
stract and emotion itemswere not significantlydif
ferentfrom each other in terms of concreteness. As

was found for the critical lures, the concrete list items
were rated as themost concrete, followed by the ab
stractand then the emotion list items.

A one-way anova revealed a significant effect
for the emotionality scale, F(2, 87) = 67.44, p < .01.
Planned comparisons indicated that the emotion
critical lures and list items (M = 4.53, SD = 0.98)
were significantlymore emotional than the concrete
=
0.74) and the abstract (M 2.49,
(M 2.25, SD
=
< .05.The concrete and ab
SD
0.77) items, all ps
were
not
stract items
significantlydifferentfromeach
other in termsof emotionality.This finding indicates
that the items in the emotion lists are indeed overall

more emotional than the items in the abstract and
concrete

lists.

lures in termsof emotionality.As can be seen inTable
3, all of the emotion critical lures received a score
greater than 4 (often in the 5- to 6-point range) on
the emotionality scale, whereas all the concrete and
(often in the 1-2 range). These

ratings confirm that

TABLE 3. Mean emotionalityratingsforthecritical
items
Emotion
calm

4.23

pride

5.40

love

6.53
5.36

happy

sad 5.60
5.13

pain
anger

5.40
5.76

fear
Concrete

teeth
doctor
alcohol

2.30
3.00
2.96

feet

2.03

chair

1.33

coat

1.40

city 2.20
school

3.27

Abstract

Because the present study investigatedwhether
the type of critical lurehad an influence on memory,
an

analysis

was

conducted

to examine

the emotion

ality of the emotion, concrete, and abstract critical
lures (see Table 1 formeans and standard deviations
across word type lures and Table 3 for themean

emotionality ratings foreach critical lure).A one-way
anova revealed a significant effect,F(2, 23) = 59.24,
< .01.Planned
p
comparisons revealed that the emo
tion critical lures (M =5.43, SD = 0.64) were signifi
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the lures identified as concrete and abstract are not
as emotional as the emotion critical lures.
Taken

together, these results indicate that the
items in the concrete lists are overall more concrete
than the items in the abstract and emotion lists and
that the items in the emotion lists are overall more
emotional than the items in the abstract and concrete
lists. Additionally,

the emotion critical lures were

rated as higher in emotionality than the abstract and
concrete

critical

lures.

DISCUSSION
The primary finding in the current experiment was
that emotion word critical lureswere falsely recalled

at a significantly
higher rate than both concrete and
abstract critical lures,which did not differ.Upon fur

ther analysis, this emotionality effect seemed to be
due to the high level of false recall for thepositively
valenced emotion critical lures.These

resultsdovetail

nicely with those reported by Storbeck and Clore
(2008), who found that positive affect promoted

associations across the processing ofword stimuli
and produced greater affectiveand categorical word
priming,whereas negative itemsdid not. Theories of

falsememory effects thatcontend thatan association
mechanism drives participants to falsely recall a high

ly associated but nonpresented critical lurewould
argue that items thataremore likely to forge a higher

degree

of association

across

one

another

are

those

that are likely to produce the greatest falsememory
effects(see Roediger & McDermott, 1995).Although
Storbeck and Clore varied mood and investigated

its effecton memory, presumably the correlates of
possessing a positive mood while processing infor
mation would overlap with the same correlates that
would be activated by processing positive stimuli.
Thus, the quality of positivity appears to affectcog

arguments posed by Storbeck and Clore and Bohn
and Bernsten, in a differentcognitive paradigm.

Although the current findingsappear to support
thework ofKensinger and Corkin (2004), they seem
todo so only for thenegatively valenced critical lures,

thepositively valenced lures used here pro
duced high levels of false memory. Kensinger and
Corkin reported thatyounger and older adults were
less likely to recognize or recall critical lures thatwere
because

emotional as compared with those thatwere neutral.
Their words were more aligned with the taboo-type
words of Pesta et al. (2001) and colleagues, whereas
the current research used emotional stimuli thatwere

not of thatvariety.Perhaps words thatrepresent these
kinds of taboo concepts are processed differentlyin

memory because they are probably ofmuch lower
more salient than are
frequency and thereforemuch
themore typicallyused emotion labelwords. None
theless, the current research reports thatevenwithin

a set of emotional words,
degrees of falsememory
on
the valence of the stimuli (see Clore
may depend

8c Huntsinger, 2007, for furtherdiscussion of how
positive and negative affectdifferentially influence

various cognitive phenomena).
An additional findingin thecurrentwork was that

for the studied itemconditions, recallwas significandy
a
highest in the concrete condition, suggesting form
of the concreteness effect,but did not differbetween
the abstract and emotion word conditions. One pos

sible explanation for the influenceof emotive aspects of
verbal stimulion memory processes was suggested by
Pesta et al. (2001). They proposed thatemotion-laden
stimuli are more memorable because they are more
distinctive relative toneutralwords, and thismemora

bility leads toa decrease in falsememories. It should be
noted that the stimuliused in thatstudywere selected

nitive processing in a variety ofways. Additionally,
Bohn and Berntsen (2007) reported thatpeople who

specifically for theirhigh shock value (e.g., hell, bitch).
The stimuli in the current studywere not selected for

memories were less accurate than those in negative
moods. As applied to false memory effects, to the

emotionword condition.However, thecurrent results
suggestjust the opposite, that thepositively valenced

were induced into positive moods

produced more
vividmemories of flashbulbmemory events,but their

extent

that

negative

memories

are somehow

more

sa

lientor easier to recollect in a highly accurate manner,

it is likely that few falsememories will be produced,
simply because veridical memory will be quite high,
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room for inaccuracies. Therefore, the
leaving little
current data seem toprovide furthersupport for the

high shock value but could possibly demonstrate the
same effect,
which would reduce falsememories in the

emotion word critical lures increase the chances of

producing falsememories. Thus, thedistinctiveness
hypothesis does not seem to apply to emotionwords.

However, it should be reiterated that the stimuliwere
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not the only aspect of the experimental context that
differedfrom those of Pesta et al., so this conclusion
is farfrom definitive.
An alternative explanation is thatemotion words
seem familiar,and this
familiarityunderlies thehigh
levels of falsememories in this condition. This in
terpretation is supported in a study conducted by
Sharot et al. (2004), who had participants make
"remember"

and "know" judgments
(Tulving,
or
to
with
emotional
neutral
pictures
1985)
regard
in a recognition procedure. In the remember-know
"remember"

paradigm,

responses

are

assumed

to

reflect retrieval that is assisted by actual episodic
details,

whereas

"know"

responses

are

assumed

to

reflectretrievalwithout episodic details. Presumably,
"know" responses are based on the belief that an

itemwas previously encoded, but the details of the
experience are not present at retrieval.They found
thatparticipants who viewed the emotional pictures

were

more

likely

to

report

"remember"

responses

than "know" responses, but this differencewas not
found in the neutral condition. However, objective

accuracy of whether the picture was previously
studied did not differ as a function of emotionality.
In other words, emotionality enhanced subjective
components ofmemoryjudgments but not objective

components. Thus, they concluded that emotional
sense of remembering
ity increases the subjective
but not the objective accuracy of recognition judg

ments. This

study does support the interpretation
of the current results in terms of a familiarity-based

interpretationwith two caveats. First, the stimuli in
theSharot et al. (2004) studywere pictures thatwere
were
to
presumably designed
actually observed and

induce some level of arousal. However, the emotion
word stimuli in the current studywere not actually
observed by the participants, and it remains to be
demonstrated whether

such critical items affect

arousal levels during encoding or retrieval. Second,
the emotional stimuli in that studywere negatively
valenced, whereas the stimuli in the current study

included both positively and negatively valenced
stimuli. Furthermore, the effect of emotionality in

the present study appears to be attributable to the

positively

valenced

items. However,

because

arousal

levelswere not controlled ormanipulated directly in
the current study, these results can only suggest that
thishypothesis might also apply toverbal stimuli and

to positively valenced stimuli.
Along this same line
of reasoning, Levine and Bluck (2004) found that
participants who were happy with theO J. Simpson
verdictwere more likely to report enhanced clarityof
events surrounding the trial,
regardless ofwhether
the events actually occurred. Thus, again, emotion
seemed to increase the probability that a person

reportmore details of an event, even if that
event did not occur. In other words, emotions seem

would

toproduce convincing memory errors.Their results
are more consistent with current results in terms of
the effectbeing localized in the positively valenced
items,but the same caveat with regard to arousal and

context applies here as well. Taken together, these
studies support the interpretation that emotional
items appear toboost overall familiarity,
but given the

methodological concerns, more research is needed
to support thispreliminary conclusion.

implication of the current findings for ex
planations of falsememory effects in general is that
One

a strictlyactivation-based approach is not consistent
with thedata. An activation-based approach explains
the falsememory effect in terms of the association

strength between each studied associate and the
critical lure.As each associate is presented, activa

tion accrues to the representation of the critical lure,
and after thepresentation of all associates fora given

list, thehighly activated representation of the critical
lure ismore likely tobe erroneously remembered (see
Collins & Loftus, 1975;Underwood, 1965). Although
it is rather straightforwardand somewhat elegant, the

current data do not support this explanation. This
is not really that surprising, though, because the list
items in each condition were matched

according
to activation strength.Based on this control for as
sociative

strength,

an

activation-based

view

would

predict no differences across the threeword types,
but differences were actually found. However, it
should be noted that in the concrete condition, ve
ridical memory performance was superior to that in
the other two conditions, and this could indicate a

higher level of activation in this condition. Perhaps
the semantic network thatunderlies concrete items
is integrated enough to produce high levels of acti
vation in this condition. If so, then thehigh levels of

in this condition could be the result
of increased activation levels.However, even though
activation explains some of these findings, it is not
falsememories
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some researchers to
entirely adequate. This has led
or
that
propose
monitoring
strategicprocesses may
also be involved in the falsememory effect.

source monitoring view (John
According to the
8c
son, Hashtroudi,
Lindsay, 1993), falsememories
can result froman
inability to correctlydetermine the

differences.Results supported the interpretation that
a

positive

reaction

to an emotional

event was

accom

a
panied by amore liberal criterion,whereas negative
reactionwas accompanied by amore conservative cri
terion.Discriminability did not seem todiffer.These

source of an item
during the testphase. For example,
if
words are presented auditorily, then thepresence of

results are also consistent with the finding in the
current study thatpositively valenced critical items
were falsely recalled at a higher rate than negatively

cal lures should not possess such information,and so
monitoring processes should successfullydistinguish

so although it ispossible
recognition procedures, and
thathigher false recall in the current studywas due at

auditory informationat testcan be used todetermine
thata test itemwas probably studied. However, criti

valenced critical items.However, recall procedures
are not as amenable to signal detection analyses as

studied items fromcritical lures.However, ifthe form least inpart to a judgmental bias (but see Kensinger
of information that is being used as thebasis for the & Schacter, 2005, forevidence thatemotion improves
source
monitoring decision is present at high levels in the
monitoring judgments), the current study is
critical lures, then falsememories might be increased. methodologically limited in the extent towhich it
Perhaps emotional information, especially positive
emotional information,ismore easily imparted to the
critical lures than abstract or concrete qualities. In
such cases, theprobability ofproducing falsememo
rieswould increase for emotional stimuli.Thus, the

failure to determine the source of an itemmay lead
one to
falselyproduce thatitemon amemory test,and

perhaps emotion word critical lures appear highly
familiar relative to concrete or abstract critical lures.
regard to the proposed familiarityof emotion
words, thereare twopossible explanations. Emotion
words may function inmore of a contextual capacity

With

than the other word types,making themmore uni
versal and applicable tomany situations (see Bower,
1981). This interpretation is similar to the context
availability hypothesis proposed by Schwanenflugel
et al. (1992) to
explain concreteness effects.Alterna

tively,
perhaps emotion words, particularly positively
valenced emotion words, are represented inmemory
by episodic (i.e., autobiographical) traces from real

experiences, which makes them seem more likely
to have occurred
(Conway, 1990). Regardless of the
exact mechanism,

assumes

the source

that memory

and

monitoring
memory

framework
errors

are

the

products of a decision or judgment process. This
interpretation can be supported by the results of
Levine and Bluck (2004) thatwere discussed earlier.
As part of their study, theyperformed a
signal detec

tion analysis to determine whether memorial differ
ences
involving emotional stimuliwere attributable to
discriminability (i.e.,memory) or criterion (i.e., bias)
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can address this issue. However,

the current results

do seem to be consistent with this interpretation.

In summary, the current studydemonstrated that
emotionword critical lures,particularly those thatare

positivelyvalenced, aremore likelytobe falselyrecalled
thanabstractand concrete critical lures,which suggests

that inherentaspects of critical luresmay contribute to

the falsememory effect.Such a findingwould have to
be accounted for in theoriesof falsememory, although
in this specific case itcannot be determined whether
the emotionality of critical luresplays a direct or sup

porting role in falsememory processes. Itdoes seem to
be inconsistentwith a generalized view thatemotional
ityhas theeffectof improvingdiscriminabilitybetween

perceived

and

nonperceived

events. However,

such

a

finding does seem to be consistent with the general

view thatemotionality seems to enhance the subjective
which may provide a basis formak
aspects of retrieval,
ing convincingmemory errorsvia a bias injudgment.

However, more research in this area is necessary to
clarify the details of the influence of emotion on the
falsememory process. Finally, future research could
explore thepossibility thatemotion-ladenwords (e.g.,

spider)may produce similar effects to those found in
thecurrent study.Such a demonstrationmight suggest
that the emotionality effectsthatwere found here are

not
more

necessarily specific to emotion words but are a
general

aspect

of memory

APPENDIX

(See facingpage.)
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APPENDIX.

12-itemlistsused intheexperiment
Twenty-four

Word typeheadingsoccurat thebeginningof the section
The criticallureis italicizedat the topof the list.
word type.
foreach particular
Concretewords

place
location

build

area

hide

construct

region

mask

feet

alcohol

doctor

chair

socks

booze

surgeon

recliner

position

manufacture

surrounding

disguise

sandals

bartender clinic

couch

meeting

contractor

territory

cover

legs

drunk

vet

furniture

market

blocks

surface

seek

massage

vodka

operation

bench

set

carpenter

zone

avoid

soak

liquor

prescription

cushion

going

architect

rural

sneak

mat

rum

anatomy

throne

scene

develop

domain

fugitive

spot

structure

drag
stand
knees

scotch
intoxicate
beer

cure

hospital
injection

comfort
incline
wheel

sober

treatment

antique

pedestrian pub

therapy

hammock

walk

bottle

visit

wood

coat

city

teeth

school

jacket

town

dentist

campus

trench

suburb

plaque

education

stocking

cloak

mayor

jaw

college

hat

state

bite

learning

hanger

capital

vampire

teacher

hood

slum

tongue

student

sleeve

skyscraper

gum

book

sweater

pollution

clench

diploma

suit

bus

hygiene

dorm

pocket

ghetto

chew

lecture

rack

cab

lips

pupil

uniform

village

calcium

desk

Abstractwords

neighborhood

secretive

park

make

section

bury

public

create

bay

protect

country

engineer

field

closet

destiny

tools

community

unseen

happy

Emotionwords
love

pain

pride

romance

hurt

dignity

adore

ache

lust
heart
wedding
rose

wife

integrity

cramp

honor

misery

confidence

cut

vanity

shock

esteem

joy
smile
excitement

laugh
ecstasy

wonderful

salute

funny

sting

valor

giggle

loyal

stress

ego

friend

disease

success

husband

fracture

conceit

safe

true

migraine

life
eager

spouse

bandage

patriotic

zest

sad

anger

calm

fear

serene

terror

front

law

age

show

depressed

rage

back

rights

years

display

gloomy

fury

behind

attorney

television

tears

frustration relaxed

fright

side

rules

youth

talent

cry

disgust

tranquil

scared

rear

justice

birthday

presentation

sob

aggravate

soothe

monster

ahead

violation

mature

performance

loss

tantrum

tame

horror

irritate

peaceful

danger

fight

passive

snake

argument

still

scream

sedative

darkness

wrinkle

forward

legal

growth

guide

store

constitution

era

fashion

porch

court

minor

production

blue
worry

die

government

wisdom

preview

entrance

police

old

cast

failure

end

prosecute

ancestor

program

yard

trial

puberty

ticket

lead

weep

scold

mellow

panic

glare

mild

ghost

humiliate yell

casual

warn
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